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Abstract—For Internet-based remote control systems, certain
human operations may violate desired safety requirements and re-
sult in catastrophic failure. For such human-in-the-loop systems,
this paper proposes a systematic approach to developing supervi-
sory agents which guarantee that remote manual operations meet
safety specifications. By applying the mutual exclusion concept, the
Petri net approach is used to model, design, and verify a supervi-
sory system which prevents human errors. Then, Java technology
is adopted to implement the supervisor as an intelligent agent for
online supervision of the remote control system. To demonstrate
the feasibility and practicability of the developed supervisory ap-
proach, we apply it to a rapid thermal processor controlled over
the Internet.

Index Terms—Human in the loop, Java, Petri nets (PNs), rapid
thermal processor, remote monitoring and control, supervisory
control.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, due to the rapid development of Internet
technology, system monitoring and control no longer

needs to be conducted within a local area. Several remote
approaches have been proposed which allow people to monitor
the processes of manufacturing systems from great distances
and to perform maintenance functions in hazardous envi-
ronments without exposure to dangers [1]–[6]. Typically, an
Internet-based control system (remote access using IP-based
networks) is a “human-in-the-loop” system since people use
a general Web browser or specific software to monitor and
control remotely located systems [7]. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
the human operator is involved in the loop and sends control
commands according to the observed status displayed by the
state or image feedback. Research results indicate that approx-
imately 80% of industrial accidents are attributed to human
errors, such as omitting a step, falling asleep, and improper
control of the system [8]. However, the Internet-based control
literature provides few solutions for reducing or eliminating
the possibility of human errors.

An Internet-based control system is inherently a dis-
crete-event system (DES), that is, a dynamic system with
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state changes driven by occurrences of individual events.
Supervisory control theory provides a suitable framework
for analyzing DES [9]–[11] and, in this paper, we propose
applying a supervisory design to the present remotely con-
trolled, human-in-the-loop system so as to prevent abnormal
operations from being carried out. Fig. 1(b) shows the proposed
supervisory control scheme for a remotely located system with
the human in the loop. First, the supervisory agent acquires
the system status and makes the decision to enable/disable
associated events to meet the required specifications, typically
safety requirements. The human operator is then only allowed
to perform the enabled events to control the system. The role
of a supervisory agent is to interact with the human operator
and the controlled system so that the closed human-in-the-loop
system meets the required specifications and to guarantee that
undesirable executions do not occur.

Most existing methods for supervisory system design are
based on automata models. However, these methods often
involve exhaustive searches of overall system behavior and
result in state-space explosion problems. One way of dealing
with these problems is to model the DES with Petri nets (PNs)
[12], [13]. PN modeling is normally more compact than the
automata approach and is better suited for modeling systems
with parallel and concurrent activities. In addition, PN has an
appealing graphical representation with a powerful algebraic
formulation and, thus, it has generated intense interest on the
part of many researchers [14]–[18]. In this paper, PNs are used
in designing the supervisory system, yielding a compact and
graphical model for the remote control system.

The supervisory control literature provides few indications as
to how to implement the generated abstract supervisory control
model in real applications. However, this paper demonstrates the
feasibility and practicability of the proposed supervisory con-
trol by applying it to a rapid thermal processor (RTP) in semi-
conductor manufacturing, where the supervisory agent is imple-
mented using Java technology on an industrial programmable
logic controller (PLC) [19], [20]. Our approach ensures that re-
mote control operations via the Internet meet the given safety
requirements.

II. PN-BASED SUPERVISORDESIGN

This section first shows the required control modes and
specification types for remote supervisory control. Then, the
PN-based procedure for designing the supervisor is described
with a simple door–valve system for an RTP.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Typical remote control system with the human in the loop. (b) Proposed remote supervisory control scheme.

Fig. 2. (a) General model for door and valve components. (b) Mutual exclusion specification model. (c) Composed supervisor for the door–valve system.

A. Control Modes

For remote control via the Internet, we are interested in the
following two control modes.

1) Automatic control mode:When the system is in automatic
control mode, the automatic controller autonomously
controls the manufacturing process without user inter-
vention (the human operator only needs to push a button
to start the control cycle). Generally, an active sequence
controller is used to automatically complete several
operations in a certain order.

2) Manual control mode:A system often must be open to
manual control for various purposes, such as for test runs

and fault diagnosis. Here, we examine the case in which
the user can directly perform each operation. To ensure
that safety constraints are not violated, the supervisory
agent is online executed to acquire the system status and
decide to either enable or disable specific operations.

B. Specification Types

The objective of the supervisor is to restrict the behavior of
the system so that it is contained within the set of admissible
states, called the specification. Two types of specification are
classified as follows.
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Fig. 3. Implementation architecture of the remote supervisory control system.

Fig. 4. Interactive modeling with sequence diagram for the remote supervisory control system.

1) Explicit specifications for control sequences:Generally,
these specifications are “recipe-dependent”. They are en-
forced by a sequence controller in automatic mode or by a
human operator in manual mode so as to accomplish cer-
tain tasks in a desired logical order.

2) Implicit specifications for safety requirements:These
specifications are “recipe-independent” and, thus, must
always be obeyed throughout operation of the system.
Basically, these specifications are required to satisfy
safety and liveness constraints. The safety specification
prevents the system from performing undesirable ac-
tions, while the liveness specification ensures that a given
behavior is repeatable. In automatic mode, these speci-
fications can be effectively dealt with by the sequence
controller. In manual mode, the supervisor enforces these

specifications by restricting the commands available to
human operators.

C. PN-Based Design for the Supervisor
PNs have been used to model, analyze, and synthesize control

laws for DES. Zhou and DiCesare [21], moreover, addressing
the shared resource problem recognized that mutual exclusion
theory plays a key role in synthesizing a bounded, live, and re-
versible PN. In mutual exclusion theory, parallel mutual exclu-
sion consists of a place marked initially with one token to model
a single shared resource, and a set of pairs of transitions. Each
pair of transitions models a unique operation which requires the
use of the shared resource.

In this paper, we adopt mutual exclusion theory [21] to
build the PN specification model and then compose it with the
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the RTP system.

Fig. 6. PN model for automatic control of the RTP system.

plant model to design the supervisor. Moreover, the PN plant
model is constructed using the task-oriented concept. Each
operation is modeled as a task with a start transition, an end
transition, a progressive place and a completed place. Note
that the start transition is a controllable event as “command”
input, while the end transition is an uncontrollable event as

“response” output. The supervisor design procedure consists
of the following steps.

Step 1) Construct the PN model of the plant using the task-
oriented approach.

Step 2) Construct the PN model of the specifications using
the mutual exclusion concept.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS FOR THEPETRI NET OF THERTP SYSTEM IN FIG. 6

Step 3) Compose the plant and specification models to yield
the supervisor model.

Step 4) Verify and refine the supervisor model to obtain a
live, bounded, and reversible model.

D. Example: A Door–Valve System

Consider a simple example of the interaction for the chamber
door-gas valve system in an RTP. The general PN model,
shown in Fig. 2(a), can be used to describe the open/close
tasks for both the door and valve. The initial states of the
door and valve are both closed. Assume that one basic safety
specification is that the door and valve must not be open at
the same time. A PN model for this specification constructed
using the mutual exclusion concept is shown in Fig. 2(b). In
this model, the start_open_door and start_open_valve com-
mands are mutually exclusive. Intuitively, performance of the
start_open_valve command is only allowed if the door is closed
and the start_open_door event has not yet been fired. If the
start_open_door command has been fired, the start_open_valve
command cannot be executed until the end_close_door re-
sponse is given to signal that the door has been closed. The
composed PN model of the door–valve system with the safety
specification is shown in Fig. 2(c). The supervisor arcs
are shown with dashed lines and the placeps showing the
supervisor position is drawn thicker than those showing the
task positions. In this approach, the supervisor consists only of
places and arcs, and its size is proportional to the number of
specifications that must be satisfied.

III. I MPLEMENTATION OF SUPERVISORSUSING JAVA

This section describes the implementation architecture and
interactive modeling of the remote supervisory control system.

A. Client/Server Architecture

Fig. 3 shows the client/server architecture for implementing
the remote supervisory control system. On the remote client,
the human operator uses a Java-capable Web browser, such as
Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer, to connect
to the Web server through the Internet. On the Web server side, a
Java servlet handles user authentication, while a Java applet pro-
vides a graphical human/machine interface (HMI) and invokes
the supervisory agent. In this paper, we use Java technology to
implement the supervisory agent on an industrial PLC, with a
built-in Java-capable Web server assigned to handle the client
requests.

B. Interactive Modeling

A sequence diagram of the unified modeling language (UML)
[22] is applied to model client/server interaction in the remote
control system. Within a sequence diagram, an object is shown
as a box at the top of a vertical dashed line, called the object’s
lifeline and representing the life of the object during the in-
teraction. Messages are represented by horizontal arrows and
are drawn chronologically from the top of the diagram to the
bottom.

Fig. 4 shows the sequence diagram of the implemented re-
mote supervisory control system. At the first stage, theRemote
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Fig. 7. Composed PN model for manual control of the RTP system.

Clientsends a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) request to the
Web Server. Next, theWeb Serversends an HTTP response with
an authentication web page, on which theRemote Clientcan
login to the system by sending a request with user/password.
TheWeb Serverthen invokes a Java servlet to authenticate the
user. If the authentication fails, the Java servlet will respond with
the authentication Web page again. On the other hand, if the au-
thentication succeeds, the Java servlet’s response will be a con-
trol Web page with a Java applet. The Java applet first builds a
graphical HMI and constructs a socket on the specified port to
maintain continuous communication with the server. Then, the
Java applet acquires the system status through the constructed
socket and displays it on the control Web page iteratively by
invoking theDevice Handlerto fetch the sensor states ofDe-
viceobjects. Finally, the supervisory agent is called by the Java
applet and run to enable/disable associated control buttons on
the HMI according to the current system status so as to meet
the required specifications. Thus, theRemote Clientcan send
an action command by pushing an enabled button to control the
remote system through the constructed socket.

IV. REMOTE MONITORING AND CONTROL OF ANRTP

This section demonstrates a practical application of the re-
mote monitoring and supervisory control to an RTP via the In-
ternet.

A. Description of the RTP System

An RTP is a relatively new semiconductor manufacturing de-
vice [23]. A schematic diagram of the RTP system is shown
in Fig. 5, which is composed of: 1) a reaction chamber with a
door; 2) a robot arm for wafer loading/unloading; 3) a gas supply
module with a mass flow controller and pressure controller-I; 4)

TABLE II
NOTATIONS FOR THESUPERVISORYPLACES OF THEPETRI NET IN FIG. 7

a heating lamp module with a temperature controller; and 5) a
flush pumping system with a pressure controller-II.

A realistic “recipe” of the hydrogen bake process, i.e., the
explicit specification as mentioned in Section II-B, is as follows.

Step 1) Load the raw wafer.
Step 2) Close the chamber door.
Step 3) Open the gas valve to supply gases with a desired

gas flow rate and pressure of 2.8L/min and 0.5 torr,
respectively.

Step 4) Close the gas valve.
Step 5) Turn on the heating lamp to bake the wafer with

a desired baking temperature and duration of
1000 C and 4 s, respectively.

Step 6) Turn off the heating lamp.
Step 7) Turn on the flush pump with a desired pressure of

less than 0.05 torr.
Step 8) Turn off the flush pump.
Step 9) Open the chamber door.
Step 10) Unload the processed wafer.
The initial state of the components in the RTP is either

closed or off, except that the door is open. The following safety
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Fig. 8. Interactive web page for remote control of the RTP system by a Java applet (onlyAuto-Control button is admissible in the automatic control mode).

specifications, i.e., the implicit specification mentioned in
Section II-B, must be enforced throughout system operation.

Spec-1: Wafer loading is allowed only when no wafer is in
the chamber.

Spec-2: Wafer loading/unloading is allowed only when the
door is open.

Spec-3: The gas valve must be closed when the flush pump
is applied to the chamber.

Spec-4: The gas valve, heating lamp, and flush pump cannot
be started when the door is open.

B. Sequence Controller Design for Automatic Control Mode

As mentioned in Section II-B, the specifications can be satis-
fied and involved in the sequence controller in automatic control
mode. By applying the task-oriented concept, the PN model for
the automatic control mode of the RTP is constructed as shown
in Fig. 6, which consists of 26 places and 20 transitions, respec-
tively. Corresponding notations are described in Table I. Tran-
sitions drawn with dark symbols are events that are controllable
by remote clients via the Internet.

C. Design of the Supervisor for Manual Control Mode

For manual control mode, the plant model is formed by
unconnecting each pair of transitions for the tasks in Fig. 6.
In the specification model, Spec-1 and Spec-2 are modeled as
the pre-conditions of the associated operations, while Spec-3
and Spec-4 are built by using the mutual exclusion concept.

The composed PN model of both the plant and specifications is
shown in Fig. 7, where A–J represent ten remote-controllable
tasks for the RTP system. The supervisory placesps1-7 (ps1
for Spec-1,ps2-3for Spec-2,ps4for Spec-3,ps5-7for Spec-4)
are used to prevent undesired and unsafe operations on the
part of the human operator. Corresponding notations for the
supervisory places are described in Table II. At this stage,
the software packagePETRI Maker[24] is chosen to verify
the behavioral properties of the composed PN model due to
its graphical representation, ease of manipulation, and ability
to perform structural and performance analyses. Validation
results reveal that the present PN model is live and bounded.
The liveness property means that the system can be executed
properly without deadlocks, while the boundedness property
means that the system can be executed with limited resources
(e.g., limited buffer sizes).

D. Implementation With Java Technology

The system modeling and design developed in previous
stages provide supervisory control models for implementation
of the present remote monitoring and control technology. To
implement the supervisory control, we use Java due to its
object orientation, portability, safety, and built-in support for
networking and concurrency [1], [25], [26]. The developed
supervisory agent is implemented on the Mirle SoftPLC
(80486-100 CPU), an advanced industrial PLC with built-in
web server and Java virtual machine so that it can process both
HTTP requests and Java programs [19], [20].
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Fig. 9. Interactive Web page in manual control mode at Step 3 of RTP processing (seven buttons are enabled).

The developed HMI, shown in Fig. 8, is carefully designed
to make its web pages more user friendly and also to increase
download speed by avoiding unnecessary images. Since the
client users will be mainly operators and engineers, they will
want effective information delivery and will not be interested
in flashy graphics [27]. The current system status is placed on
the left, the system message is in the center, and the button
control area is on the right. Fig. 8 also shows that the system
is in automatic control mode and, thus, only theAuto-Control
button has been enabled by the supervisory agent. The human
operator can only push this button which starts automatic
process control by the sequence controller.

Fig. 9 shows the Web pages for manual control mode
after theOpen Valve button has just been pushed (Step 3 in
Section IV-A). In this situation, since one wafer is already
in the chamber and the door is closed, theLoad Wafer and
Unload Wafer buttons are both disabled by the supervisory
agent to meet Spec-1 and Spec-2. Moreover, theTurn_On
Pump and Open Door buttons are disabled to meet Spec-3
and Spec-4, respectively. Thus, the safety requirements of
the RTP processing are guaranteed as human operations are
conducted. Fig. 10 shows the hardware setup during prototype
development.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a framework for designing and
implementing a PN-based supervisor for Internet-based control
systems with the human in the loop. The supervisor is system-

Fig. 10. Hardware setup during prototype development.

atically designed by applying the mutual exclusion concept and
is then implemented using Java technology. To demonstrate
the practicability of the proposed remote supervisory approach,
an application is provided in which an RTP system with an
industrial PLC is controlled over the Internet. According to the
feedback status of the remotely located system, the developed
supervisor provides allowable commands for human operators
while disabling operations which violate safety specifications.

Since the original supervisory control framework [9]–[11] is
restricted to purely logical system models, for applications with
time-based requirements, it is necessary to extend the present
models with time specifications. Moreover, new specifications
for the multiple-operator environment and the recovery of par-
tially completed sessions due to the unreliable HTTP commu-
nication channels should be investigated in the future.
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